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Congratulations to GMWS Member Zach K1ZK!
“Over neighbors’ objections, Shelburne, VT operator
gets the green light for ham radio towers”
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SHELBURNE – One-on-one talks with fellow amateur radio operators as far away as Moscow are now firmly
on the horizon for a Shelburne man.
The erection of two antenna towers on Zachary Manganello's rural property on Dorset Street — a source of
contention with his neighbors for at least a year — was approved by the Telecommunications Review Board
this week.
On paper, and later, in balloon tests that attempted to approximate the towers' altitude, the structures struck
some folks as too tall for the neighborhood.
Radio towers downsized
Compromises were struck along the way. The new structures will be measurably less of an eyesore. Originally
conceived at 70 feet, Manganello's ham radio project is getting off the ground with slim, guywire-supported
towers that extend up 40 and 60 feet. If the towers ever collapse, they'll remain
on his lot. If he moves, he'll have to pay for their removal.
Manganello's persistence — and patience — draws on more than a century of
niche science. His community of fellow amateurs, also known as "hams," have
swapped notes, both casual and urgent, over non-commercial radio frequencies
(originally in Morse code) since the 1890s.
Hams tout the technology as a forerunner of the internet, and one that still serves
to connect, entertain and alert far-flung communities of emergencies when cellphone and broadband service goes down.
The FCC takes these hobbyists seriously enough to require them to get licensed.
Shelburne limits such antennae's height to 35 feet in that part of town.
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Prez-Sez
MARCH 2021
Forest N1BBQ

It is almost spring! Weather is starting to get a bit warmer, although I feel like this year it
never really got as cold as it normally does in January. As some of you may have heard I had to get a new
car. The new one is pretty good, still working on getting my radios and scanner in it, the warmer weather
has helped a bit, but the driveway is still too muddy. I hope everyone is doing well and I'll see you on Zoom
for our next meeting!
The club is still in need of help with Net Control operators and a Secretary to type up meeting minutes.
This can be as simple as a brief summary of what was covered. The meeting is recorded so you do not have
to be there, although that would help.
73
Forest N1BBQ

MARCH/APRIL 2021 GMWS ARES NET CONTROL SCHEDULE:
The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/- 600
kHz, PL=100Hz). Currently all NETS are Rag Chew Nets. Contact Forest N1BBQ or a NC Operator
MAR01

PETE NJ2VT

APRIL05

PETE NJ2VT

MAR08

FOREST N1BBQ

APRIL12

FOREST N1BBQ

MAR15

STEVE W1SFR

APRIL19

STEVE W1SFR

MAR22

ANN MARY AB1CH

APRIL 26

ANN MARY AB1CH

MAR22

Mike AA1PR

ATT ALL NC OPERATORS: Please send list of your check in’s Callsign & Name to: Prez Forest N1BBQ - TechieForest@gmail.com
We are lucky to have a number of Net Control Operators but, we could use a few “Floating” Operators to cover for times when
regular operators are away or need a break. Please Contact Forest N1BBQ
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Submitting
Reports:
Our BTV Storm Report Page
Reach us through Social Media
on Facebook or Twitter
Use our 1-800 Spotter hotline assigned after certification or 802-862
-2475 (hit *)
Send us an email
CoCoRaHS Significant Weather Report (Hail, High Snow/Rain Rates)
Make sure to include
when and where in your
reports! Include detailed
locations, such as crossroads or identifiable landmarks. In addition, photographs of what you witness (e.g. wind damage
or hail stones) are always
greatly appreciated.
These images can be sent
to us via social media or
our email address listed
above.
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THINGS TO REPORT

TORNADO

Observed on the ground or sustained, rotating wall cloud/funnel cloud. Is there a waterspout? What damage has occurred? If safe,
can you see where it is headed?

HAIL

Measure the largest hailstone or compare to
common objects. Quarter size hail is considered severe. For a detailed table click here.

WIND DAMAGE/GUSTS

Report downed trees/powerlines or use an
instrument to measure. Wind gusts over 58
mph are considered severe.

FLOODING

HEAVY SNOW

Report flooded roadways, rivers at or over
bank full. Is it standing or flowing water? Is it
rising or falling? Is there any damage? Is
there water in businesses/homes? Is it an ice
jam?
Snowfall rates > 1”/hour or a storm total
amount. Are there white out conditions?

ICE

Report sleet or freezing rain. Check here for
how to measure ice accretion. Report hazardous road conditions or damage.

OTHER

Unusually frequent lightning or any lightning
damage. Changes in precipitation type, especially if not forecasted. Report blowing snow.

NOTICE:
Limit your submissions to events in which you have seen!!!
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Green Mountain Wireless Society Minutes
Minutes February 9, 2021
**Still looking for a secretary!**

Minutes - Approved as published in Key Klicks
Treasurer Report: - We are solvent
VP Report - No Report
Repeater Update - Scott W1SBW has a possible solution for getting the internet at the site, once things warm up a bit
more, going to attempt to get the repeater online through All-Star / Echolink. Still working on a pole. (Suggestions or
leads appreciated)
Ham-Con - Reminded everyone about the virtual ham-com put on by RANV
VT-QSO Party - Chatted about what people did
That's what I've got. Let me know if you need anything else!!
73
Forest Immel N1BBQ

Winter Doldrums!!!

From: The Crew at US Harbors <crew@usharbors.com>
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2021 8:17 AM
This February has certainly brought us crazy weather! We hope you and your family are staying safe, and finding creative ways to fight the winter doldrums. The term "doldrums" is familiar to all of us who sail, but
read on to hear about its interesting origins!
"Another term for feeling sad, “in the doldrums,” refers to the belt around the Earth near the
equator. Because there is often little surface wind for ships’ sails to use in the doldrums, sailing
ships got stuck on its windless waters. Over time, people equated the calmness of the doldrums
with being listless or depressed." Read/hear more from NOAA about "The Nautical Origins of
10 Popular Phrases".
One thing we know for sure, the wind will pick up again soon, and fill our sails. In the meanwhile this email has some fun new boats, a discount on marine supplies, and some fascinating
(and difficult) nautical history about whaling captains of color for you.
Stay safe, be well, and keep in touch!
-- The US Harbors Team –
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Perseverance and Mars

I don’t know if you were like me and searched the
spacecraft Perseverance for a sign of a secret message
as it descended to the surface of Mars. I was disappointed to see the plain looking tires and wheels. If you remember, previously as NASA's rover, Curiosity rolled
along the surface of Mars, it left in its tracks a message
from home —in Morse code. A surprise even to NASA.
Instead, the parachute that helped land the Perseverance
spacecraft, seen from an upward-looking camera during
landing on Feb. 18, held a secret code. Contrasting the
antique language of CW this new message is in modern
computer speak.
Within hours of this image’s release on Monday, people
figured out the message hidden in its pattern. Credit...NASA/JPL-Caltech
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/24/science/nasamars-parachute-code.html for the complete story.
Ed: Ann Mary AB1CH

-.. .- .-. . -- .. --. .... - -.-- - .... .. -. --. ...
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QSO Today Virtual Ham Expo March 13 – 14
ARRL CEO David Minster, NA2AA, will keynote the QSO Today Virtual Ham Expo March 13 – 14 weekend.
Minster’s talk — part of an 80+ speaker lineup — will begin at 2000 UTC (3 PM EST) on March 13. His appearance
will highlight ARRL’s featured role at the Expo, which also will include “Ask The ARRL Lab.” ARRL is a QSO Today Virtual Ham Expo Partner.
Minster, who assumed the ARRL Headquarters leadership position last September, has launched major projects and
assembled teams to foster innovation and individual skill development in radio technology and communications. In his
keynote, Minster will share his enthusiasm for advancing amateur radio and highlight current ARRL initiatives to engage and inspire the current generation of hams. His presentation topics will include:
ARRL’s digital transformation, which promises to bring new value to ARRL members. An all-in digital approach will
improve the way members access and engage with content, programs, and systems.
The ARRL Learning Center, a hub for members to discover the many facets of amateur radio and develop practical
knowledge and skills.
Increasing video content, opening opportunities for amateur radio content creators and member-volunteers to learn, stay
informed, and keep connected.
Improving training and tools to engage radio clubs, emergency communication volunteers, and students.
The ARRL Expo booth will feature “Ask the ARRL Lab,” where Lab staffers will answer questions live. Attendees can
come into the booth lounge (featuring the Expo’s latest virtual meet-up and video technology), sit down at a virtual table, and ask ARRL Lab technical wizards for tips about projects or suggestions to address various station installations
and problems. Attendees can also learn about Product Review equipment testing by the Lab, see a presentation on how
the Lab can help hams with RFI problems, and tour W1AW — the Hiram Percy Maxim Memorial Station — virtually.
ARRL booth staff will also point attendees to helpful resources from across membership benefits, services, and programs.
Representing the ARRL Lab will be Lab Manager Ed Hare, W1RFI; Test Engineer Bob Allison, WB1GCM; Senior
Laboratory Engineer Zack Lau, W1VT; RFI Engineer Paul Cianciolo, W1VLF, and W1AW Station Manager Joe Carcia, NJ1Q. Between all of them, they have over 100 years of experience at ARRL Headquarters,
QSO Today Virtual Ham Expo Chairman Eric Guth, 4Z1UG, also announced four live group kit-building workshops.
Workshop instructors will guide participants through building a variety of kits, which will be available for purchase and
delivered prior to the Expo so attendees can build them at home. Attendees unable to participate during the live sessions
can order and build kits by watching the workshop videos during the on-demand period that follows the Expo through
April 12.
Workshop kits prices range from $15 to $30. Early-bird discount tickets and links to purchase kits can be found at the
QSO Today Expo website. These workshops will include:
Building the NS-40 QRP Transmitter, a 14-component, 5 W transmitter for 7.030 MHz (with instructors David Cripe,
NM0S, and Virginia Smith, NV5F).
The Learn-to-Solder Workshop will introduce the basic tools and techniques of building electronic kits. Participants
will build a 20-meter transmitter kit (with instructors Rex Harper, W1REX...{see QRPme below Ed} .... and Stephen
Houser, N1SH).
Building the Cric-Key, a simple CW keyer with paddle, suitable for home and field use (with instructor Joe Eisenberg,
K0NEB).
The Mini-Sudden Receiver, a pocket-and-mint-tin friendly direct-conversion 20-meter receiver (with instructors Rex
Harper, W1REX, and Stephen Houser, N1SH).
ED NOTE: also see http://www.arrl.org/news/qso-today-virtual-ham-expo-returning-in-march for more infor-

-.-. --.- -.-. --.- -.-. --.- -.-. --.- -.--. --.REX W1REX

For those who don’t know REX (W1REX) he is a maker, builder and inventor and all around interesting guy.
He has been the host and organizer for the LobsterCon Ham Radio BBQ held each of the past 21-years, the
weekend after July 4th at Thomas Point Beach & Campground in Brunswick ME. Check out his kits and
available parts at: https://www.qrpme.com/
He was quoted in a QSO Today Podcast as saying; “Why QRP? : instant gratification from building a project
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Why Are There Only 28 Days in February?

WRITTEN BY
Jonathan Hogeback
Editorial intern, Encyclopedia Britannica

Each month in the modern Gregorian calendar consists of at least 28 days. That number would be a nicely rounded 30
were it not for February. While every month besides the second in the calendar contains at least 30 days, February falls
short with 28 (and 29 on a leap year). So why is the most widely used calendar in the world so inconsistent in the lengths
of its months? And why is February stuck with the fewest number of days? Blame it on Roman superstition.
The Gregorian calendar’s oldest ancestor, the first Roman calendar, had a glaring difference in structure from its later
variants: it consisted of 10 months rather than 12. In order to fully sync the calendar with the lunar year, the Roman
king Numa Pompilius added January and February to the original 10 months. The previous calendar had had 6 months of
30 days and 4 months of 31, for a total of 304 days. However, Numa wanted to avoid having even numbers in his calendar, as Roman superstition at the time held that even numbers were unlucky. He subtracted a day from each of the 30day months to make them 29. The lunar year consists of 355 days (354.367 to be exact, but calling it 354 would have
made the whole year unlucky!), which meant that he now had 56 days left to work with. In the end, at least 1 month out
of the 12 needed to contain an even number of days. This is because of simple mathematical fact: the sum of any even
amount (12 months) of odd numbers will always equal an even number—and he wanted the total to be odd. So Numa
chose February, a month that would be host to Roman rituals honoring the dead, as the unlucky month to consist of 28
days.
Despite changes in the calendar as it was altered after Numa’s additions—alterations that include the shortening of February at certain intervals, the addition of a leap month, and eventually the modern leap day—February’s 28-day length
has stuck.

March 14 Change Your Clocks!

Daylight saving time (often erroneously said as daylight savings time) begins Sunday, March 14, 2021. That Sunday,
the clocks will spring forward, causing areas that practice daylight saving time to lose an hour (don't worry, the hour is
gained back in the fall). When the clock strikes 2 a.m., the time will change to be 3 a.m.
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Mark Your Calendar ~Nets:

Every Monday:
Zone #3 VT RACES Net, 444.550 (+pl 110.9) 6:30 pm
gmws/ares Net, 147.045, 7:30 pm
GMWS/W1AD 10M NET 28.333 8PM(Bands permitting

Every day:

Vermont phone traffic net, 3857 MHz, 7:30 pm
VT/NH Traffic net, 3539, 7:00 pm
New England Phone Net, 3955 6:30 am

Every Sunday:

Vermont phone emergency net, 3976, 8:00 Am
acara roundtable 147.36 (100 Hz) 8:00 pm
(all times are local)

Upcoming VE Sessions:

Burlington area ve ralph kd1r 802-878-6454
GMWS contact tim wa1vt … timabraham@gmail.com

or Forest N1BBQ -- TechieForest@gmail.com
NEXT REGULAR GMWS MEETING :
TUESDAY MARCH 9; 7:00PM ON ZOOM CHECK FACEBOOK
OR EMAIL FOR INVITE & INFO. TALK-IN 147.045 T -`100

Many Thanks To Our CONTRIBUTORS!!
Frank, W1AD; Forest, N1BBQ;
Rex, W1REX;

https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-Mountain-WirelessSociety-741253585940162/

PO BOX 84
Rutland VT 05702
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